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The Effects of Kinesio-tape through Facilitation of Hamstring and Inhibition of Quadriceps on Biomechanical Variables affecting Anterior Cruciate Ligament Injury When Landing in Active Healthy Young Women
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ABSTRACT

The Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL) rupture is more prevalent among women due to several reasons such as women’s different landing strategies. Today, many athletes use varying taping techniques to prevent ACL injury. This study aims to investigate the effect of facilitating hamstring and inhibiting quadriceps through Kinesio-tape on biomechanical variables that contribute to ACL injuries. The subjects included 18 active healthy women (age: 19.94±1.16 years, height: 167±2.14 cm, weight: 58.33±3.72 kg). Kinetics and kinematics data, including the angle of knee flexion and knee abduction in initial foot contact, maximum knee flexion and abduction, and peak anterior shear force, were collected in three conditions (without tape, with sham Kinesio-tape, and Kinesio-tape with facilitation of hamstring and inhibition of quadriceps) in landing maneuver. The Simi motion analysis system and the Kistler force plate were used to collect data. The results revealed that the application of the Kinesio-tape caused a significant increase in the angle of knee flexion in the initial contact and peak anterior shear force in a single leg drop jump (P <0.05). In conclusion, this Kinesiotaping technique can affect some contributory variables to ACL rupture by increasing the angle of knee flexion and maximum shear force, hence lead to reduced rates of injury in active healthy women. However, it seems that this technique is unable to reduce the ACL rupture risk factors in the frontal plane.
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Introduction
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury is one of the most common knee injuries among athletes. An ACL injury occurs in 1.6 elite athletes per 1,000 hours of activity (1). ACL injuries are two to six times more prevalent among women, especially in sports that are associated with landing, frequent rotation, and reduced acceleration (2). ACL injury is multifactorial in nature and occurs in women due to many external and internal factors, including anatomical differences, hormonal levels, biomechanical factors and neuromuscular mechanisms (3), however only neuromuscular and biomechanical factors be can adjusted from internal variables (4). Hewett et al. (2010) consider four neuromuscular defects as the underlying mechanisms of ACL injury, including ligament dominance, quadriceps dominance, leg dominance, and trunk dominance, which can affect the amount of load applied to ACL when performing sports skills. They exert effects via changes in functional strategies and muscle activation time (5). Quadriceps dominance occurs when the neuromuscular control strategies used to provide knee stability preferably activate the quadriceps muscles (5). Quadriceps dominance is defined as the balance between strength, and coordination of the extensor and flexor of the knee, which refers to the stabilization of the knee joint mainly by the quadriceps (6). Decker et al (2003) have showed that women had a more upright posture on the sagittal plane during landing (7). Recent studies have suggested that lower limb postures at initial contact, such as knee flexion and abduction, have the potential of exerting anterior shear forces or lateral shear forces (1,8). Electromyographic studies have also demonstrated that women use a different neuromuscular strategy from men, in which quadriceps muscle activity is significantly high and hamstring activity is significantly low (9,10). Quadriceps causes the knee to be in an extension position, which increases the risk of ACL injury (11). On the other hand, the hamstring muscle action line can pull the tibia back and reduce the stress on the ACL. Thus, the activation of the hamstring can reduce the load on the passive structures of the knee and stabilize the knee relative to external loads (5). In fact, the combination of increased quadriceps activity and decreased hamstring activity leads to an increased risk of ACL injury in women (12). Previous research has also shown that the amount of anterior shear force on the knee during landing is higher in women than men, which is due to greater knee extension during landing in women (13). Treatment of ACL rupture, whether via surgery or rehabilitation, can impose high costs on the person and the society; moreover, this injury can make the person vulnerable to secondary destructive joint injuries and also shorten his/her athletic life (14). Athletes have become encouraged to use a variety of aids, such as braces, sleeves, and bandages, to protect their joints from an ACL injury. Some studies have shown that these items might limit sports performance (15). However, today, the use of various taping methods, especially the Kinesio-tape, has been considered by athletes and physicians of sports teams as they are not typically associated with functional restrictions. Kinesio-tape is a stretch band used daily in rehabilitation clinics by healthcare providers and by athletes to control pain, strengthen muscles and improve the condition of the body and joints (16-19). Using kinesio-tape as a therapeutic method is associated with several effects. It can inhibit hyperactive muscles and facilitating the weak muscle, increasing proprioception, and improving joint alignment, reduce pain, relieve pressure on stimulated nerve tissues, and change the pattern of muscle fiber recruitment (20). The effect of kinesio-tape on muscles varies according to the direction and tension of the tape. It is generally maintained that Kinesio-tape facilitates the muscle if applied from the origin of the muscle to its insertion, and inhibits the muscle if used from the insertion of the muscle to its origin (21). Also, if the kinesio-tape is pasted transversely or without stretching, it is called Sham (22).

As the use of kinesio-tape has prevailed, several studies have examined the effect of kinesio-tape on electrical activity and muscle strength. Although some studies emphasize the ineffectiveness of the kinesio-tape on muscle strength (23-26), some have reported an increase in electrical activity of the muscles due to the use of the kinesio-tape (27-29). However, it seems that the taping technique can be one of the factors affecting the strength and electrical activity of muscle. Hence, more recent studies have enquired into the effects of various Kinesio-tape techniques on biomechanical variables during various movements. Guner et al. (2015) investigated impact of quadriceps Kinesio-tape in a facilitative and inhibitory manner on the biomechanical variables of healthy young women in the gait cycle, reporting that none of the taping techniques had an effect on kinematic variables in the sagittal plane (30). However, in their studies, Boonkerd and Limroongreungrat (2019) investigated the effect of kinesio-tape through ACL support technique on biomechanical variables
During landing and jumping in healthy young men. In this taping technique, I-shaped kinesio-tape was used with the initial connection of the middle of the tape on the tibial tuberosity and stretching both ends of the tape by 75% of its initial length towards the inner and outer condyles of the femur. The results showed that this technique reduced abduction and rotation rates in the middle phase of the jump, although it was not effective in other biomechanical variables (31). However, the same researchers showed elsewhere (2019) that the use of the ACL support technique during landing in healthy young people can reduce the risk of ACL injury as it reduces the amount of knee abduction at the initial contact (32). The use of Kinesio-tape using the ACL support technique may not possibly reduce the risk factors for ACL injury in the sagittal plane. On the other hand, the biomechanical variables in the sagittal plane have a crucial role in ACL injury. Moreover, the facilitation of hamstring and inhibition of quadriceps can affect some risk factors for ACL injury during landing in women by increasing hamstring activity and decreasing quadriceps activity. This being said, it is necessary to investigate the effects of this taping technique vis-à-vis biomechanical variables affecting anterior cruciate ligament injury.

**Material and Methods**

This is a quasi-experimental study. The statistical population consisted of female undergraduate students in the field of sports sciences in Mashhad who met the inclusion criteria. Eighteen women were selected via convenience sampling and participated voluntarily in the study.

Inclusion criteria comprised calendar age from 18 to 22 years, no history of kinesio-tape use, no ligament and meniscus injury or history of surgery or arthroscopy in any of the knees, no history of lower limb fractures, no severe deformity Knee (e.g., genu varum, genu valgum). The circumstances and procedures of the study were introduced to the subjects. Thereupon, they signed written consent forms for participation in this research. Subsequently, coordination was made with the subjects for the time of the test. During the test, each subject warms up for five minutes on a stationary bike at a speed of 70 rpm and a resistance of 4% of body weight, and then performs stretching exercises on the anterior and posterior thigh and leg muscles under the supervision of a physical education instructor (33). Each subject landed on one foot from a 30 cm platform barefoot with the dominant leg on the center of the force plate, which was 15 cm away from the platform, in three conditions: without tape, with sham Kinesio-tape, and with Kinesio-tape through the facilitation of hamstring and inhibition of quadriceps (three repetitions for each condition). Before the tests, all subjects were taught on the identification of the landing protoco. Subjects were placed on the platform in a comfortable position, bearing full weight, standing on two feet with fixed arms. They were taught to drop themselves from the platform and perform a one-foot landing on the force plate and maintain balance on the same foot. To minimize the effect of learning on the research results, it was determined by lottery under what conditions each subject performed the landing operation (without tape, with kinesio tape in the mentioned method or with kinesio-tape sham). Between each attempt, 2 minutes were allowed for the subject and the laboratory operator to rest and prepare for the next test. To measure the variables of maximum knee flexion and abduction at initial contact and maximum anterior shear force, we used the motion analysis system (manufactured by SIMI, Germany with an accuracy of 0.5 mm of transfer motion and 0.5 degree of rotation in a space of 4×4 meters) using a KISTLER force plate device (model 9286BA made by KISTLER company in Switzerland with an accuracy of 1 N and the ability to measure -10 to +10 KN on the X and Y axes and -10 to 20 + KN on the Z axis). A frequency of 1,000 Hz was considered to collect the ground reaction force data. Moreover, two cameras were placed perpendicular to the sagittal and frontal planes to record movements at a frequency of 200 Hz. The desired sampling frequency for the cameras and the force plate met the requirements of the Nyquist sampling theorem, which considers the minimum sampling frequency to be at least twice the maximum moving frequency for the landing maneuver. To determine the angles of the knee joint in frontal and sagittal planes, six passive reflective markers with a diameter of 20 mm were used during imaging. To measure knee angles in the sagittal plane, the markers placed on the greater trochanter, external epicondyle of the femur, and external malleolus. Moreover, to measure the knee angle in the frontal plane, the markers placed on anterior superior iliac spine and the middle of the distance between external epicondyle and internal epicondyle of femur and midpoint between the medial and lateral malleoli (34). The raw data were obtained using the residual analysis technique. Subsequently, the cutting
frequency was calculated for the camera information of 10 Hz and for the force plate 50 Hz, and the raw data was filtered using the Butterworth low-pass filter (35). Thereupon, trigonometric relations were built on to calculate the relative coordinates of the position of the lower limbs in the reference frame. Afterwards, the relative angles of the joint were calculated by subtracting the absolute angle of the proximal limb relative to the distal one (33). The tape used in the research is a kinesio-tape called Kindmax with a width of 5 cm made by Shanghai Sport Product in China.

Taping was performed with the person lying down while the thigh was 30 degrees and the knee 60 degrees flexion, and the quadriceps and hamstrings were not contracted. In order to facilitate the hamstring, the inverted Y-shaped kinesio-tape was used by applying 50% of the initial length of the tape from the origin of the muscle (below the gluteal fold) to the muscle insertion (below the knee joint and in line with the bicepsfemoris and semimembranosus). For quadriceps inhibition, two kinesio tapes were used. A Y-shaped kinesio-tape was used by stretching 25% of the initial length of the tape from the insertion of the muscle (tibia tubercle) and passing through the patella and surrounding the internal and external quadriceps to the proximal thigh. Also, an I-shaped Kinesio-tape was employed by stretching 25% from above the patella to the proximal of the thigh in the direction of the rectus femoris (30). For the sham kinesio-tape, the kinesio-tape was used in the same manner as for the two muscles but without any tension (22). One way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used as the primary statistical analysis test along with Mauchly’s test of sphericity. Post-hoc tests were conducted using Bonferroni analysis. All data were checked for normality distribution using the Shapiro–Wilk test. The 0.05 was set as the F significance level. All statistical calculations were performed using SPSS 16.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL).

Figure 1. Facilitation of hamstring (left) and Inhibition of quadriceps (right) with kinesio-tape

Results
The results of Shapiro-Wilk test showed that the data related to the demographic information of the subjects (age 19.94±1.16 years, height 167±2.14 cm, weight 58.33 ±3.72 kg) and also, the research variables have a normal distribution. Due to the condition of compound symmetry by the mauchly test, we used the one way repeated measure ANOVA test to investigate the effect of kinesio-tape on biomechanical variables affecting anterior cruciate ligament injury in active young women.

Table 1. : Indicators of central tendency and dispersion and results of one way repeated measure ANOVA test
According to Table 1, the results of analysis of variance test with repeated measures showed a significant difference in the amount of knee flexion at the moment of initial contact and the maximum anterior shear force (posterior reaction force of the ground) during landing in three different modes (no tape, sham kinesio-tape and kinesio-tape by facilitating hamstring and quadriceps inhibition) (p < 0.05). However, based on the results of Bonferroni post hoc test (Table 2), this significant difference is due to the difference between facilitative and inhibitory kinesio-tape compared to the two states without tape and sham kinesio-tape (p < 0.05).

Table 2: The results of Bonferroni post hoc test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biomechanical variables</th>
<th>I Variable</th>
<th>J Variable</th>
<th>Mean difference</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knee flexion at initial contact</td>
<td>Without tape</td>
<td>Sham kinesio-tape</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without tape</td>
<td>Facilitation-Inhibition tape</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.012*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sham tape</td>
<td>Facilitation-Inhibition tape</td>
<td>0.389</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.013*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max anterior shear force</td>
<td>Without tape</td>
<td>Sham kinesio-tape</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without tape</td>
<td>Facilitation-Inhibition tape</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sham tape</td>
<td>Facilitation-Inhibition tape</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.002*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant at p<0.05.

Discussion

The main purpose of the current study was to investigate the effect facilitating hamstring and inhibiting quadriceps through Kinesio-tape on biomechanical variables that contribute to ACL injuries in healthy young active women. According to the results of the study, the use of kinesio-tape can affect some biomechanical factors including the amount of knee flexion at initial contact and the amount of anterior shear force. The mechanism of action of the Kinesio-tape in muscle facilitation is not fully understood. However, researchers have proposed two possible hypotheses. The first hypothesis emphasizes the increase of blood and lymph flow due to the lifting of the skin and, as a result, the increased space between the skin and muscle in the Kinesio-taped area. Another hypothesis maintains that Kinesio-tape stimulates skin mechanoreceptors by stretching and pressing the skin beneath it and thus activates the central nervous system regulatory mechanisms involved in increasing muscle stimulation (22). However, in the inhibitory state (the tape being applied from the insertion of the muscle to its origin), the Kinesio-tape probably creates a tensile force in the opposite direction of the muscle contraction and, along with the stimulation of the tendon organ, causes muscle inhibition (21).

Previous studies have placed great emphasis on the inverse relationship between knee flexion angle and ACL stress at the moment of initial contact (36), stating that further extension of the knee at initial contact
increases ground reaction force and the increase of the force vector angle between the patella tendon and the tibial tuberosity coincide with the increase of the quadriceps eccentric contraction (37,38), which increases the anterior displacement of the tibia relative to the femur and thus increases the pressure on the ACL (38, 39). Therefore, increasing the amount of knee flexion at initial contact as a result of using kinesio-tape can reduce the stress on the ACL.

Previous studies have also shown that the posterior ground reaction forces during landing are used as estimates of the stabilization of the sagittal plate of the knee joint and can be equated to the anterior shear force of the knee and the application of pressure to the ACL considered (40). Reducing the maximum anterior shear force can protect the ACL against excessive pressure(41). As can be seen in Figure 1, the posterior ground reaction force (FX) creates a flexor torque that must be counter by the activity of the quadriceps, then by creating an extensor torque (MK) and through the patellar tendon. Decreasing the posterior reaction force reduces the amount of torque required and the force of the quadriceps and then the patellar tendon. Decreased patellar tendon force can reduce the momentary anterior shear force applied to the ACL (42). Therefore, according to the results of the study, it can be said that the use of kinesio-tape to facilitate of hamstring and inhibition of quadriceps reduces the anterior shear force on the knee and reduces the risk of ACL injury. However, the results of the present study show that this taping technique cannot reduce the rate of knee abduction at the moment of initial contact and the maximum amount of knee abduction, which indicates the inability of this technique to reduce the risk of ACL injury on the frontal plate. Also, according to the research findings, since this taping method does not change the maximum flexion and abduction of the knee, using this technique only as a feed forward (anticipator) can reduce the factors affecting the injury ligament at initial contact, which is due to the effects of kinesio-tape on neuromuscular agents during landing. Since the first and most characteristic effect of kinesio-tape is on skin afferents, studies have shown that stimulation of skin afferents have an inhibitory effect on tonic (anti-gravity) motor neurons and a facilitating role on phasic motor neurons that stimulate neurons stimulating the motion neuron can elicit the response of Renshaw cells, but receive the most input from phasic motor neurons and exert the most inhibition on tonic motor neurons (43). Since the quadriceps muscles play a more anti-gravity and tonic role, and the hamstring muscles play a more phasic role, using the kinesio-tape of the simultaneous hamstring facilitation and quadriceps inhibition technique can improve neuromuscular activity at the initial contact. However, based on the results of the research, it seems that with the continuation of the landing maneuver due to the influence of other external factors such as other balancing strategies, this technique will not be able to reduce the risk factors for ACL injury.

Figure 2: The effect of anterior shear force on the amount of extensor torque of the knee and the pressure on the ACL

Conclusion
According to the results of recent studies, ACL support technique with kinesio-tape cannot reduce the risk factors for ACL injury in the sagittal plate (31, 32). However, according to the results of the present study, simultaneous use of kinesio-tape to facilitate hamstring and quadriceps inhibition can cause
changes in biomechanical variables affecting ACL injury in the sagittal plane during landing. Therefore, according to the research findings, it can be stated that healthy young active women can use this taping technique to reduce the risk of ACL injury with minimal interventions in movement limitation due to the use of other knee support equipment. However, since in the present study, the biomechanical variables affecting ACL injury have been investigated only in the frontal and sagittal planes, it is necessary to study the biomechanical variables in the transverse plane. Also, since the activity of the gluteal muscles and the back of shank can affect on ACL injury, a study is required to investigate the effects of taping these muscles on the factors affecting ACL injury.
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چکیده فارسی

اثر کینزیوتیپ به روش تسهیل همسترینگ و مهار عضله کوادری سپس بر متغیرهای بیومکانیکی مؤثر بر آسیب لیگامان

نادر نخودچی، مهسا سادات حسینی، زهرا عطاران ایرج، امیرحسام رحیمی

1. گروه علوم ورزشی، دانشکده بدنی‌سازی دانشگاه علوم پزشکی بجنورد، بجنورد، ایران
2. گروه علوم ورزشی، دانشکده دانشگاه الزهرا، مشهد، ایران

عوامل متعددی از جمله استراتژی متفاوت زنان در هنگام فرود سبب شیوع بیشتر آسیب لیگامان متقاطع قدامی (ACL) در مقایسه با مردان شده است. امروزه ورزشکاران از انواع تکنیک‌های تیپینگ جهت پیشگیری از آسیب لیگامان استفاده می‌کنند. هدف از تحقیق حاضر بررسی اثر کینزیوتیپ به روش تسهیل همسترینگ و مهار عضله کوادری سپس بر منتغیرهای بیومکانیکی مؤثر بر ACL آسیب در زنان جوان فعل سالم می‌باشد. بدین منظور اطلاعات کینماتیک و کینتیک 18 زن جوان سالم (سن 16/1±1/7 سال، قد 14/2±1/6 سانتی‌متر، وزن 72/3±5/8 کیلوگرم) شامل میزان فلکشن و ابداکشن زانو در لحظه تماس اولیه با زمین، حداکثر میزان فلکشن و ابداکشن زانو و حداکثر نیروی برشی قدامی در سه حالت: بدون تیپ، با استفاده از کینزیوتیپ شم و کینزیوتیپ به روش تسهیل همسترینگ و مهار عضله کوادری سپس در هنگام فرود بالا به وسیله سیستم پردازش حرکت SIMI و KISTLER صفحه نیرو، مورد اندازه‌گیری قرار گرفت. نتایج تحقیق نشان داد که استفاده از کینزیوتیپ سبب افزایش مکانی از فاصله مداوم فاصله زانو در لحظه تماس اولیه با زمین و کاهش حداکثر نیروی برشی قدامی شد (p<0.05) با توجه به نتایج تحقیق می‌توان بیان داشت این تکنیک تیپینگ از طریق افزایش فاصله زانو در لحظه تماس اولیه با زمین و کاهش نیروی برشی قدامی می‌تواند سبب کاهش احتمال بروز آسیب ACL در زنان جوان سالم شود. با این حال به نظر می‌رسد این تکنیک قابلیت کاهش عوامل خطرزا در بروز آسیب لیگامان در صفحه فرونتال را ندارد.

واژه‌های کلیدی: کینزیوتیپ، بیومکانیک، لیگامان متقاطع قدامی